Animals

Introduction
A (fill in your first animal's name) would win in a battle against a (fill in your second animal's name).

Main Reason 1
compare/contrast one physical characteristic of the two animals

Main Reason 2
compare/contrast another physical characteristic of the two animals

Main Reason 3
compare/contrast one social/behavioral characteristic of the two animals

Facts or Examples
1 details about the 1st physical characteristic
2
3 (include your MLA in-text citation)

Facts or Examples
1 details of 2nd physical characteristic
2
3 (include your MLA in-text citation)

Facts or Examples
1 details of behavioral/social characteristic
2
3 (include your MLA in-text citation)

Conclusion
Based on the details in the previous paragraphs, describe an imaginary fight between the two animals with details (gory and gruesome, if necessary).